Introduction

45
The comprehension of how pathogen transmission occurs is key to understand infectious 46 diseases. Most often, the route of transmission, the portal of entry and the minimum infective 47 dose -when known -, are common features to characterize transmission. However, it is 48 increasingly evident that transmission is an extremely complex phenomenon. For example, 49 because of the existence of bottlenecks during host-to-host transmission [1] . A bottleneck can 50 be defined as a sharp reduction in the size (population bottleneck) or the diversity (genetic 
60
Successful transmission founders can be though as either the result of a non-selective bottleneck 61 -namely, the lucky few that crossed by chance the portal of entry -, or viewed as a selective 
300
For the first experiment, the inoculum used was a sixth passage of strain CReSA3267 (Accession 301 Number JF276435). In both experiments, viral load in blood was determined by one step RT-PCR 302 (qRT-PCR) targeting PRRSV ORF7 using the method described by [40] .
303
NGS protocol
304
Cell culture supernatants were firstly centrifuged up to 14,000 g in order to remove potential 305 debris. Afterwards, total RNA was extracted using the Trizol LS© reagent according to the 306 manufacturer directions. Extracted RNA was assessed by spectrophotometry at 260 nm and 280 nm and used in the PRRSV-specific RT-PCR as above for determining concentration of RNA and 308 purity.
309
The assessment of PRRSV diversity within each serum sample was characterised directly from 310 RNA without any previous amplification step using a NGS approach developed by our group. 
